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AGENDA

• Supply chains in fashion
• The importance of  retailing in 

fashion
• Some new trends in retailing



Primer:
What would you call the three main 
takeaways from today’s readings?





1. Optimization of  production costs vs. 
design integrity
1. Fabric usage in design patterns
2. The amount of  details and variety of  

materials
3. Quality and availability of  raw materials 
4. Production quality and labor skills
5. Ease and cost of  shipping
6. Collaboration between production and 

design

2. Optimization of  “from design-to-
market” speed
1. Ability, speed and cost of  retooling 

production after design changes (with 
channel partners)

2. Ability and cost of  up- or downscaling 
production based on customer demand

3. Scale, speed, and responsiveness of  
shipment partners or availability of  
shipment options

Assume that all of  these can be 
outsourced to some degree!









Question:
What are the different risks for retailers 
and brands producing clothing?
How do you think these are negotiated or 
prepared for in advance?



1. Inventory risk management
1. Is it worse to turn customers away or 

having overstock?
2. Intervals of  inventory renewal?
3. Revenue and risk sharing?
4. “Retainer deals” and scale policies?
5. Keeping tabs on stock?

2. Policies for clearing inventory
1. Heavy discounts?
2. Returning stock to supplier?
3. Sharing with other retailers?
4. Destroying or recycling stock?

3. Channel policies
1. Who leads promotional efforts?
2. Service quality and product knowledge
3. Negotiating store visibility of  products
4. What kinds of  prices and campaigns are 

allowed or encouraged?
5. Use and ownership of  data?





Turn of  the millennium, Foot Locker cut Nike orders 
by about $200 million to protest the terms Nike had 
placed on prices and selection
Nike responded by cutting its allocation of  shoes to 
Foot Locker by $400 million. 
Consumers, frustrated because they couldn’t find the 
shoes they wanted, stopped shopping at Foot Locker. 
Sales at a competitor, Finish Line, increased. 
In the end, Foot Locker acceded to Nike’s terms.





FROM MULTI-CHANNEL TO OMNI-CHANNEL

• Multi-channel management 
the retail logic for a long time
1. Segmentation of  consumer 

populations based on buying 
behavior / access

2. Coordinating promotion 
efforts per channel

1. E.g. send coupons for people 
likely to visit brick and morar
stores, emails to online 
shoppers etc.

3. Management of  channel 
partners (including 
disciplining)
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“In the past, brick-and-mortar retail 
stores were unique in allowing 
consumers to touch and feel 
merchandise and provide instant 
gratification; Internet retailers, 
meanwhile, tried to woo shoppers with 
wide product selection, low prices and 
content such as product reviews and 
ratings. As the retailing industry evolves 
toward a seamless “omni-channel 
retailing” experience, the 
distinctions between physical and 
online will vanish, turning the world 
into a showroom without 
walls”. (Brynjolfsson, Hu, and 
Rahman 2013, p. 23)







Question:
What have been your experiences with 
omnichannel retailing (esp. in fashion shopping)? 
What have been the most 
effective/ineffective/interesting experiences?



“Our paper has implications for the tug-of-war 
between online and offline retailing. Our 
findings suggest this tug-of-war is not 
just about price. Quality, search cost, 
and service perceptions also drive 
showrooming, and individually are as 
important as price.” 



Two clear omnichannel reactions:
1. Take back control of  the online shopping 

experience through better design and SCM
2. Make your brick and mortar retailing more 

experiential
3. Reduce risks of  retailing commitments









1. Snap, Find, Shop, a Slyce-powered mobile app that 
enables consumers to take pictures of  outfits, then 
uses visual recognition technology to present similar 
products available for purchase at Neiman Marcus.

2. A ChargeItSpot secure cell phone charging station 
rollout to Neiman Stores nationwide. The solution 
has doubled customer dwell time, lifted user spend 
by 29 percent, and it captures the email addresses of  
users.

3. Memory Mirror from MemoMi, which enables 
customers to see a 360-degree, sharable view of  how 
they look as they try on apparel and eyewear.

4. An associate communication system by Theatro
Online live chat platform by Powerfront.

Customer Engagement | 2017 
IRT Retailer Innovation Awards





Externally too the stores’ complete absence of  display 
windows is decidedly unconventional, as is their 
frontage, which looks more like a ramshackle beach hut 
than a premium priced fashion emporium. On top of  
that, its sales associates are under-dressed, not to say 
half-naked, and seem to be employed less for their 
customer service acumen as for their good looks, great 
bodies, gleaming grins. Customer coddling is not high 
on the CEO’s agenda either, since he’s inclined to berate 
consumers who are too big for his slim-fit wares: “A lot 
of  people do not belong in our clothes, and they cannot 
belong. Are we exclusionary? Absolutely!”



Time and Place
Monstrous Gods
Underworld Encounters

Implications:
Pain Pays
Opposite Attract
Times Change
Peace Accords



“Pop-up retail refers to the practice of  opening a 
transitory, short-term, and often unannounced 
retail sales space. Such a space may be set up in a 
movable container or in an existing structure to 
offer consumers experiential shopping and face-to-
face interaction with brand representatives.”

1. Combining retail with 
brand-building

2. Increasing 
geographical reach 

3. Niche markets and 
matching retail with 
new product lines

4. Lowering risk with real-
estate commitments



Appeals and logic of  popup retail
(1) moderate scarcity, restriction in terms of  

time (six months to one year)
(2) immersive, multi-sensory and interactive 

store environment
(3) aesthetic interstitiality (unusual location 

and/or exterior store design)
(4) evental interstitiality ( festival-like 

programming)
(5) social media marketing in pre-experience, 

experience and post-experience phases



Question:
Does a “omnichannel” world mean 
doing more ”in-house” or findings 
channel partners compared to old 
“multichannel” ways?



Discuss:

1. What kind of  different agreements should Vaatepuu
make with its suppliers? (Carrot vs. stick)

2. Who should be a Vaatepuu supplier?
3. How could Vaatepuu improve its “omnichannel 

experience”?
4. What data should Vaatepuu collect and use 

throughout its experience?
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• Start preparing for the Armarium case (at the latest)!


